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JustIT

Languages: HTML5, Vanila JavaScript, Jquery, CSS3 ,Bootstrap, API’s, GIT,                                                                     
Gulp, Photoshop. 
Free source: W3schools.com, Linda.com, Codeacademy, PluralSight.  

04/2016 - 08/2017

Finance & BanksUniversity 
Babes Bolyai

Code modules: Finance, Management, Business Analysis, Accountancy. 
Final Year Project: “Financial economic al analysis of Rompetrol.LTD” 

10/2007 - 06/2011

Web development course

https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en.html

NSH DIGITAL: On this project I was part of the Front End Dev team. I was directly 
responsible of building pixel perfect interface, based on design, writing tests, 
code review and offering support when it’s needed. The application is using the 
Vue ecosystem, Vue.js, Vuex and Vue router. The infrastructure is AWS and AZURE, 
and the back end is unsing Node.js

Senior 
Front End Developer Deloitte 09/2020 - present

Front End Developer Fed by Abel & Cole

https://fedteam.co.uk/

On this project I was the only Front End Dev. I was directly responsible for the UI side, taking the 
design and bringing it to the perfect pixel level. I was also directly responsible for the 
implementation and use of all front-end libraries.
We helped this company increase the security of the code by implementing coding standards and 
testing the code on the front end.
The web solution was hybrid. The back-end is made in .NET and the interface in Vue.js. The The web solution was hybrid. The back-end is made in .NET and the interface in Vue.js. The 
solution relied heavily on the REST API, this being the main way to communicate with the server.
The solution was connected to Umbraco to serve the need for CMS.
Together with the team we work in sprints for 2 weeks.
We work very closely with the UX designer to prevent errors and increase reusability.

 04/2019 - 07/2020

Front End Developer Resolute Asset Management

https://www.resoluteassetmanagement.com

Taking all the experience from Codehouse I entered Resolute as a Front End Dev where I had full 
responsibility for this aspect. Due to the fact that I was the only front-end dev I was directly 
responsible for implementing the design, bringing it to a perfect pixel level, and choosing the 
libraries to be used in production on the front-end side. To bring our internal projects to life we 
used Firebase as a back-end engine and React on the front-end.

04/2018 - 04/2019

Junior Front End Dev Codehouse

https://www.codehousegroup.com/

This is the point where I entered the web development market. This environment gave me the 
opportunity to learn all the best practices and also to use them in production. 
I became an expert at writing HTML5, CSS3 and Jquery, and thus I influenced the production by 
shortening its time. I managed to integrate in all the teams I was part of and in short time I became 
totally independent.

01/2017 - 04/2018

Corporal MOD01/2009 - 07/2011

Account Manager Romstal Imex01/2012 - 08/2013

Hospitaility Assistant Hotel Industry01/2014 - 012/2016

UK,London,E16 1GD

 0044 781 0788 629

mare.sergiu@gmail.com

https://www.maresergiu.co.uk

Cooking

Web dev

Psychology Gym

Socialising

Exploring Watches

English             Fluent

Italian            Medium     

French     Beginer

SKILLS
HTML5, 
CSS3, PostCss, SCSS
Javascript ES6, ES7, OOP,
Jquery, Jquery UI,
Ajax, JSON, Rest API, HandleBars, 
React, React Router, Redux
Vue, Vuex, Vue Router, NUXT.jsVue, Vuex, Vue Router, NUXT.js
Node.js, Express.js, NPM, 
MongoDB, 
Webpack, GIT, Azure Dev, 
Firebase, Heroku,
Jest, Puppeteer
Photoshop, VisualStudio, UX

 I am proactive with a problem solver 
attitude, self-motived to learn new 
technologies and techniques. I have a critical 
eye for design and a real passion for clean 
code. Professionally driven with the ability to 
work under pressure on multiple concurrent 
projects and deliver quality work to 
deadlines. Able to analytically solve deadlines. Able to analytically solve 
problems, keep ahead with current best 
practices and quickly learn new skills. An 
effective team member with excellent 
technical and communicative skills, I can 
bring an enthusiastic approach to any 
working environment.  

Sergiu Mare
Front End Developer


